Annual International
Conference 2016

Media Report

12 media releases were distributed on a range of topics, including air pollution, gentrification, climate
adaptation, food poverty and the fashion industry.

Coverage summary:
In total, 4 x TV segments and 9 x radio segments went out on conference papers. National coverage
included BBC News, The Sunday Times, The Guardian, Metro, The Daily Mirror, The Daily Express,
The Independent, City A.M, The Spectator, and The London Evening Standard.

Media releases:


16 08 16: Study finds schools in the South-East of England dominate access to Oxbridge
Sol Gamsu (King’s College London)



28 08 16: Small woodland ownership: the new middle class practice
Professor Darren Smith et al (Loughborough University)



30 08 16: Study finds impact of road transport on air quality not given sufficient priority in UK
transport planning
Dr Tim Chatterton and Professor Graham Parkhurst (University of the West of England)



31 08 16: Why consumers use convenience food
Dr Valerie Viehoff (University of Bonn) et al



31 08 16: Study finds urban farms are delivering huge benefits but lack adequate support
Dr Michael Hardman (University of Salford)



31 08 16: UK local approach to climate adaptation ‘reactive’ and potentially unequipped to deal
with future climate impacts
Dr Andrew Kythreotis (Cardiff University) et al



31 08 16: Study finds stark divergence in UK home ownership between ethnic groups
Dr Antoine Paccoud (Luxembourg Institute of Socio Economic Research (LISER))



31 08 16: A ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach to climate change adaptation will leave Scottish Island
communities vulnerable to the effects of climate change
Fiona Cunningham (University of St Andrews)



31 08 16: Study finds 4% of people in England cannot afford to feed themselves
Dr Dianna Smith (University of Southampton) et al



31 08 16: Study finds London’s established elites feel pushed out of the capital’s most exclusive
areas
Dr Luna Glucksberg (London School of Economics and Political Science)



01 09 16: The changing face of fur in the fashion industry
Dr Jana Kleibert (Leibniz Institute for Research on Society and Space)



02 09 16: Border closures are not the answer to Europe’s migration crisis
Professor Heaven Crawley (University of Coventry)

Coverage:
16 08 16: Study finds schools in the South-East of England dominate access to Oxbridge









Talk Radio
BBC News Geographer maps Oxbridge success of London state schools
The Mirror State school access to Oxford and Cambridge 'dominated by elite institutions in the South
East'
The Independent Elite' state schools contribute to Oxbridge north-south admissions bias, study reveals
Oxford Student Oxbridge state school access largely confined to South East
The London Economic Oxbridge state school students mainly from elite South Eastern institutions
City A.M. Named: The "elite" state schools which have become Oxbridge "feeder schools"
The Sunday Times Private schools price out middle class

28 08 16: Small woodland ownership: the new middle class practice


The Sunday Times Families put nest egg into trees

30 08 16: Study finds impact of road transport on air quality not given sufficient priority in UK transport
planning













BBC News (TV Bulletins) (x3)
BBC Breakfast
BBC Radio 4 Today programme
BBC Radio 5 live
BBC News Air pollution 'neglected for road safety', researchers claim
Daily Mail Transport planners 'neglecting air quality in favour of road death prevention'
Guardian UK air quality shows little improvement over past 20 years, says study
ITV Deaths from air pollution at 'epidemic' levels - but new study claims not enough is being done
Phys.org Impact of road transport on air quality not given sufficient priority in UK transport planning
Air Quality News Transport planning neglects air pollution, study claims
It's International UK transport planning not giving sufficient priority to air quality, say researchers
Energy Live News UK transport planners ‘neglecting air pollution’












































Business Green Transport planners failing to address air pollution fatalities, say researchers
Business Standard Air pollution kills 50,000 a year in UK study
New Kerala Air pollution kills 50,000 a year in Britain, finds study
Global Times Air pollution epidemic kills 50,000 people each year in Britain: study
Left Foot Forward Air pollution is at ‘epidemic’ levels. So why is the government so pro-car?
Xinhua Air pollution epidemic kills 50,000 people each year in Britain: study
Southern Daily Echo Transport planners 'neglecting air quality in favour of road death prevention'
Daily Sunstar Air Pollution Kills 50,000 A Year Says New Research
Garavi Gujarat Air pollution kills 50,000 a year in UK: study
Transport Xtra Transport planners' focus on individual behaviour "has failed to clear deadly air
pollution"
Barry & District News Transport planners 'neglecting air quality in favour of road death prevention'
Essex County Standard Transport planners 'neglecting air quality in favour of road death prevention'
Runcorn and Widnes World Transport planners 'neglecting air quality in favour of road death
prevention'
Cotswold Journal Transport planners 'neglecting air quality in favour of road death prevention'
Banbury Cake Transport planners 'neglecting air quality in favour of road death prevention'
Maldon Standard Transport planners 'neglecting air quality in favour of road death prevention'
Yeovil Express Transport planners 'neglecting air quality in favour of road death prevention'
Metro Vaartha Air pollution kills 50,000 a year in UK; study
Asia Pacific Daily Air pollution epidemic kills 50,000 people each year in Britain: study
India Today Air pollution kills 50,000 a year in UK; study
Sina English Air pollution epidemic kills 50,000 people each year in Britain: study
Top Insurance Health Air pollution ‘neglected for road safety’, researchers claim
News Dog Air pollution kills over 50,000 a year in Britain, finds study
Daily World News Air pollution 'neglected for road safety', researchers claim
Tumreel Air pollution kills over 50,000 a year in Britain, finds study
India Blooms Air pollution kills over 50,000 a year in Britain, finds study
My Informs AIR POLLUTION KILLS OVER 50,000 A YEAR IN BRITAIN, FINDS STUDY
Arab Today Air pollution epidemic kills 50,000 people each year in Britain
China Development Gateway Roundup: Air pollution epidemic kills 50,000 people each year in Britain:
study
Hindustan Post Air pollution kills 50,000 a year in UK says new research
Oxford Mail Transport planners 'neglecting air quality in favour of road death prevention'
Oxford Times Transport planners 'neglecting air quality in favour of road death prevention'
Reading Chronicle Transport planners 'neglecting air quality in favour of road death prevention'
Hampshire Chronicle Transport planners 'neglecting air quality in favour of road death prevention'
Newbury & Thatcham Transport planners 'neglecting air quality in favour of road death prevention'
Biggleswade Chronicle Transport planners 'neglecting air quality in favour of road death prevention'
The Herald Traffic pollution 'killing thousands' on busy roads
Transport Network Transport planning 'failing to prioritise air pollution'
ACFO Impact of road transport on air quality ‘not a priority’ in UK transport planning
Road Traffic Technology Research suggests air quality lacks priority in UK transport planning
Health Business More action needed to tackle air pollution deaths, research warns
Bristol Post The biggest killer on our roads is being ignored according to Bristol study










Respro Bulletin Board UK air quality shows little improvement over past 20 years, says study
British Utilities UK transport planners ‘neglecting air pollution’
City Cycling Edinburgh UK air quality shows little improvement over past 20 years, says study
Business Car Prioritisation of safety harming air quality
Parkers Could our reliance on company cars be costing lives?
India 24 Hours 50,000 Die Annually On Account Of Air Pollution In Britain
MedInida Air pollution kills 50.000 a year in Britain
Kidderminster Shuttle Transport planners ‘neglecting air quality in favour of road death prevention’

31 08 16: Study finds urban farms are delivering huge benefits but lack adequate support











Lancashire Evening Post Urban farms 'allowing city dwellers to reconnect to nature'
Lancaster Guardian Urban farms 'allowing city dwellers to reconnect to nature'
BT News Urban farms 'allowing city dwellers to reconnect to nature'
Longridge News Urban farms 'allowing city dwellers to reconnect to nature'
Longridge and Ribble Valley News Urban farms ‘allowing city dwellers to reconnect to nature’
Burnley Express Urban farms 'allowing city dwellers to reconnect to nature'
Pendle Today Urban farms 'allowing city dwellers to reconnect to nature'
Fleetwood Weekly News Urban farms 'allowing city dwellers to reconnect to nature'
Wigan Today Urban farms 'allowing city dwellers to reconnect to nature'
University of Salford Urban farms provide major benefits to cities - study

31 08 16: UK local approach to climate adaptation ‘reactive’ and potentially unequipped to deal with
future climate impacts





The Environmentalist Climate adaptation not transformative, academics warn
News.Wales Local Approaches To Climate Adaptation Are More Reactive Than Proactive
myScience Climate adaptation
Cardiff University Climate adaptation

31 08 16: A ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach to climate change adaptation will leave Scottish Island
communities vulnerable to the effects of climate change





BBC Radio Scotland
BBC Radio Shetland
BBC Radio Orkney
Shetland News Climate change research

31 08 16: Study finds 4% of people in England cannot afford to feed themselves






BBC Radio Three Counties
BBC Humberside
Daily Express Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves’, new study
Daily Mirror Revealed: Three cities said to be in 'greatest need' after shocking research lays bare extent
of food poverty
Yorkshire Post ‘One in 25 people cannot afford to feed themselves’














































Metro One in 25 people can no longer afford to feed themselves - and food poverty is rising
BBC News East Yorkshire and Humber High levels of food poverty found in Hull according to
researchers
Abomus Ukraine Four percent of people in England cannot afford to feed themselves
Aol Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves'
Batley News Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves'
Berwick Advertiser Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves'
Beverley Guardian Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves’
Bridlington Free Press Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves'
Brighouse Echo Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves'
BT Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves’
Burnley Express Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves’
Care Appointments Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves’
Chorley Guardian Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves’
Doncaster Free Press Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves’
DWPExamination Food poverty ‘leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves’, new study
Express & Star Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves'
Epworrthbells Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves'
eScience News Four percent of people in England cannot afford to feed themselves
Francais Express Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves'
Gainborough Standard Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves'
Garstang Courier Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves'
Guernsey Press Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves'
Halifax Courier Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves’
Hartlepool Mail Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves’
Hebden Bridge Times Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves'
HEY Today Hull residents ‘struggle to afford groceries’
Iran Daily 4% of people in England cannot afford to feed themselves
Jersey Evening Post Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves’
Lancashire Evening Post Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves'
Lancaster Guardian Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves’
Leigh Observer Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves’
Liverpool Echo One in 25 can't afford to feed themselves - with Liverpool one of the worst-off cities
Longridge News Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves'
Lytham St Annes Express Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves’
Malton and Pickering Mercury Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves’
Malton Mercury Food poverty ‘leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves’, new study
Mirfield Reporter Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves’
Morley Observer Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves'
New Post Leader Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves'
News Guardian Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves'
Northumberland Gazette Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves’
NVS24 Food poverty ‘leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves’, new study
Phys.org Four percent of people in England cannot afford to feed themselves
Plymouth Herald One in 25 people in Devonport cant afford to buy food, statistics show





















Pocklington Post Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves'
Pontefract and Castleford Express Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves'
Retford Today Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves’
Shields Gazette Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves'
Shropshire Star Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves’
Singapore News Food poverty ‘leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves’, new study
South Yorkshire Times Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves'
Spenborough Guardian Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves'
Sunderland Echo Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves'
The Northern Echo Middlesbrough is on the food poverty map according to new study
The Star Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves'
Todmorden News Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves'
Uni of Southampton Four percent of people in England cannot afford to feed themselves
Wakefield Express Food poverty ‘leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves’, new study
Whitby Gazette Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves'
Yahoo! Finance Food poverty 'leaves one in 25 too hard-up to feed themselves’
Yorkshire Post ‘One in 25 people cannot afford to feed themselves’
Yorkshire Post Jayne Dowle: Helping families budget for food should be the priority
Interest from BBC Online

31 08 16: Study finds London’s established elites feel pushed out of the capital’s most exclusive areas






















London Evening Standard Super-rich foreigners 'forcing the old money elite out of London's prime
postcodes'
London Evening Standard Comment Our communities are being driven out by foreign New Money
The Guardian London's elite 'pushed out of exclusive postcodes by super rich'
LSE London's wealthiest families feel they are being 'pushed out of elite neighbourhoods'
The Spectator London's old elite is discovering how it feels to be priced out
The Spectator Energy, pensions, property and savings
Metro Rich people are suffering gentrification by super-rich people
Der Spiegel
MarketWatch Gentrification problems are now even hitting London’s old money
Vice We Spoke to the Posh Aristocrats Being Pushed Out of London By Super Rich Foreign Investors
What Mortgage London’s wealthy pushed out of elite neighbourhoods by overseas buyers
Archy Newsy London’s elite ‘pushed from exclusive postcodes by super rich’
MorningStar Gentrification problems are now even hitting London's old money
The Financial London's wealthiest families feel they are being 'pushed out of elite neighbourhoods'
Newsody London's elite 'pushed out of exclusive postcodes by super rich'
Property News London's elite 'pushed out of exclusive postcodes by super rich'
WN.com London prime office market frozen as sellers refuse to lower prices
European News London’s elite ‘pushed out of exclusive postcodes by super rich’
Archinect As a new class of super rich investors displace the traditional elite, average Londoners are
pushed further and further outside the city limits
Sino 'Elite' Londoners Priced Out of Homes
Anshora London elite ‘pushed out of the zip codes exclusively by the super-rich’













Newsy UK Gentrification troubles are now even striking London’s old money
NVS24 London ‘old money’ elite priced out by world’s ‘super rich’
Real Independent News and Film London ‘Old Money’ Elite Priced Out By World’s ‘Super Rich’
Nu Tireni Truth London ‘old money’ elite priced out by world’s ‘super rich’
Market Masterclass The Tell: Gentrification problems are now even hitting London’s old money
RT London 'old money' elite priced out by world's 'super rich'
Citylab No one feels sorry for the latest victims of London 'gentrification'
2Luxury2 London’s elite ‘pushed out of exclusive postcodes by super rich’
The Future Leadership Institute London’s Wealthiest Familes Feel They Are Being ‘Pushed Out Of Elite
Neighbourhoods’
Kit Rika är de senaste offren för Londons bostadsmarknad
Experience Luxury London’s elite dismayed and displaced by growing international investment

02 09 16: Border closures are not the answer to Europe’s migration crisis


BBC World Service

